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Survivors Zombie Apocalypse
Survivors - The Zombie Apocalypse is a tabletop miniatures
game designed to give players a fun and fast moving game
of survival in a post-apocalyptic world filled with zombies.
While a Referee or Game Master (GM) is not a requirement,
as the number of players increases, so does the length of
time needed to play a game. Having someone
knowledgeable and excited to run a game for others can
greatly increase the fun and speed of a game of Survivors
- Zombie Apocalypse.
Generally speaking, most games will be between a player
who has chosen Survivors and a player who has chosen
Zombies for their Group (or Horde). You may elect for each
player to play a Survivors Group and have the Zombies
act at random. (See Random Zombie Hordes on page TBD
for information about how to create and run the horde.)
Groups may create Pacts between each other for mutual
survival or they may be required to honor a Pact as part of
a scenario. Whether you decide to keep the Pact or not is
up to each Group, unless a Pact is declared as part of a
Scenario, then the scenario will outline the conditions of
survival (or victory) as well as under what circumstances,
if any, that the Pact may be broken.
Look for Scenarios and eventually Campaigns to be
released that will offer new and totally random outcomes
for your gaming experience. The only question now is; will
You... Survive the Zombie Apocalypse?

The RAGE System
The Survivors - Zombie Apocalypse game is built upon the
Reaper Adventure Game Engine, or R.A.G.E. System for
short, and provides the mechanics that allow you to move
where you want and choose how close you really get to
the danger. Players of the game field Groups or Hordes
made up of small metal or plastic figures that are primed,
painted, and ready for play on a tabletop surface. The
Reaper Adventure Game Engine, or RAGE System, is a
single master system of game mechanics and rules used
to play miniature-based tabletop wargames. RAGE is
considered a master system because players can simply
learn one basic set of game mechanics and rules, yet play
many games in many different world settings.

Bases
When playing miniatures-based games, having a common
set of bases typically increases the speed and ease of play.
Standardized base sizes assist players when measuring
range, calculating movement, and conducting Close
Combat. However, they are not required for game play.
Square and rectangular bases are specified in these rules,
however you may elect to replace those bases with hex
bases using the same "side measurement" to determine
the base/model size. All miniature models for Survivors Zombie Apocalypse are packaged with appropriate bases
where applicable.
Base Sizes
Size 1: Standard = 1" square (25mm)
Size 2: Mounted = 1" by 2" rectangle (25mm by 50mm)
Size 2: Large = 1.5" square (40mm)
Size 3: Giant = 2" square (50mm)
While most models will be on standard bases, the above
base sizes are incorporated into the game for terrain and
LOS purposes, explained later in those sections of the rules.

Tokens and Markers
Survivors - Zombie Apocalypse uses Tokens to mark
several important events or pieces of information that occur
during play. One such piece of information is when a Model
is "killed." Typically, the model is removed and replaced
with your choice of a casualty marker, since it creates a
very cool visual effect, or a token based on your personal
preference as tokens leave less clutter on the field.
Optionally, you may elect to use generic tokens such as
glass beads from another game, and still yet some players
prefer to lay the "destroyed" or “dead” Model over on its
side or back to represent the fallen body. Any or all of these
are acceptable if agreed upon by all players.

Measuring in Metric, Squares, and Hexes
RAGE measurements are listed in inches. However, if you
choose to use a metric measurement device or a hex map,
conversion is simply a matter of substituting centimeters,
squares or hexes for inches. While the conversion may
not be precise, it is more than sufficient for game play
purposes.

Model Scale

Materials Needed
Ten-sided dice (d10)
Eight-sided dice (d8) for tracking

A 1/48 or 25mm Heroic scale is used for models, buildings,
and the ground scale of the battlefield. Typically models
marketed as 28mm scale will also be compatible.

Various Chronoscope or similar Miniatures (models)
Measuring devices (flexible tape measures are best)
A deck of standard playing cards (or SZA Game cards)
Game Tokens, beads, or other small items as tokens
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General Rules
Base-to-Base Contact
Some of the rules in this book are dependent on models
being, or not being, in Base-to-Base Contact (B2B) with
each other. B2B indicates that any parts of two models'
bases are touching each other. Some Models have physical
features that prevent the bases from actually touching.
When this occurs, move your model as close as possible
and declare to your opponent that the models are now in
B2B contact. You may also elect to use a special marker
to indicate this if you have more than a couple of models
where B2B contact is not physically possible. Opposing
models in B2B do not have to fight simply because they
are in B2B contact.

Two models in Base-to-Base Contact

Example:
A zombie model is within ½" of the edge of a Size 2 wall elevation. A
model standing on a Size 2 model (such as a truck) next to the wall
may move into B2B with this model by moving to the edge of the truck
next to the wall nearest the zombie model. Otherwise Standard sized
models could only use ranged weapons to attack the zombie model, as
the zombie model would be too high, making B2B contact impossible.

Bonus Stacking
Unless otherwise stated, all bonuses stack. This can result
in a model achieving a +3 or more on a single attack from
a series of individual +1 bonuses.

Two models in Base-to-Base Contact

Base-to-Base Contact at different elevations
Models can be in B2B even if they are on different elevation
levels (typically when one model is at the edge of a Size 1
cliff). Obviously, in these situations the models' bases
cannot physically touch each other. When a model is on
raised or elevated terrain and is within ½" of the edge,
simply move the opposing model into contact with the edge
of the terrain piece to indicate that the models are in B2B.
If the elevation increase is greater than the Base Size of
the lower model, then no B2B contact can be established.

Damage Tracks
Every model in the game has one or more Damage Tracks
(DT on the data card), which represent how much damage
the model can sustain before it is destroyed or killed.
Damage Tracks also provide the current effectiveness of
the model's abilities. A model's current DT is always equal
to how many points of damage the model currently has. A
model starts the game undamaged, and at DT 0. When it
receives damage, its new data card stats correspond to its
damaged condition, and its effectiveness usually
decreases. When performing any Action, use the value
listed on the model's current DT column. When the model
receives more damage than it has DTs, the model is
destroyed and removed from the game. A d8 placed on or
next to the model's data card can be used to track the
damage for most models in the game, you may use a die
with more sides if necessary, but Survivors.
Example:
John has a model with 3 Damage Tracks (0 through 2). In a single
Activation, the model takes 2 points of damage. During John's following
Action Phase, he wants to move and shoot with this model. He would
use the values listed for moving and shooting under DT 2, since his
model now has 2 points of damage. When John's model takes 1 more
point of damage (assuming it is not healed first), it is destroyed and
removed from play.

Friendly Models vs. Enemy Models
Two models in Base-to-Base Contact

Example:
A zombie model is within ½" of the edge of a Size 1 hill
elevation. Any model may move into B2B with this model by
moving to the base of the elevation step nearest the enemy
model.
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Models will frequently be referred to as either friendly
models or enemy models. Friendly models are all models
in your Group or a Group that you have a Survivor Pact
with. Enemy models are basically all other models on the
game table, though you may try to recruit models not
already in your Group or a Pacted Group under certain
circumstances. Models may not attack friendly models.
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Rolling Dice and Resolving Actions

The flat base side closest to the front of the Model is
considered to be the Model's Front Facing. For a Model
without a base, nothing fancy, the Front of the Model is
whatever would be commonly accepted to be the Front of
the Model.

The RAGE system uses ten-sided dice (d10) to add a
random element to the game. Often, you will be called upon
to roll dice to determine the results of the actions that your
models take during each game. (Note: Most ten-sided dice
have a "0" on one face, rather than a "10". The "0" should
be read as a "10" in all cases.)

Model States
Peril is found around every corner and under every rock.
Throughout the game, models will be subject to various
disabling effects. A model can only be affected by any
individual Model State once at any given time (i.e., Model
States of the same name do not stack to create a greater
effect). It is recommended that models be marked in some
way (e.g., with a token) to indicate the current Model
State(s). See Appendix A on page XX for a complete
description of every Model State.

Rolling the Dice
All dice should be rolled where all players can see the
results, especially the opponent you are rolling against,
dice towers work well for this purpose. Just remember to
avoid rolling dice where the results are hidden behind terrain
or out of sight of other players.

Give Data Card Information
When your opponent asks you for a piece of information
that is printed on one of your Data Cards (such as a Defense
Value) give a truthful answer so that they can decide how
to conduct their actions.

Declare, then Measure
Tape measures (or hexes) are used during play to measure
distances. If you have elected to use inches, do not measure
until after your model's Actions have been declared aloud.
If, after you declare your Action, you discover that you do
not have enough range, movement, or distance to complete
your declared Action, make the best of it, you cannot change
your declared Action.
If a Model lacks a base, conduct all measurements from
the center of the Model (when looking down at it from
above). If attempting Close Combat with or against a Model
without a base, "base contact" is determined by bringing
any point of the Model without a base into contact with any
flat side of the base belonging to the target Model. All
measurements are conducted from center of base to center
of base when not in B2B contact.

Roll a Die to Settle Disagreements
Sometimes during the course of play, disagreements may
arise The disagreement may be about any number of things,
such as how a rule should be applied, or whether a model
with a ranged attack can see a target model. In these
instances, the best course of action is for each player to
roll a die. Whoever rolls the highest number may settle the
disagreement with their interpretation. This will allow the
game to continue in a timely manner. After the game, it
may be a good idea to discuss the situation in greater detail
to determine if a better ruling might be appropriate for future
games. Referees (GMs) may choose to resolve rule
disputes in any manner they deem appropriate.

There are two different types of rolls that will be necessary
for you to make as you play the game:
• 10 or Better Roll (10+ Roll)
• Target Value or Better Roll (TV+ Roll)
10 or Better Roll (10+ Roll)
A 10 or Better Roll (10+ Roll) requires players to roll a d10
and (usually) add an appropriate stat from the model's data
card. If this 10+ Roll is greater than or equal to 10, the
Action is successful.
Discipline Checks
The most common type of 10+ Roll is the Discipline Check.
The Discipline Check is resolved by rolling a d10 and adding
the model's DIS (see page XX). A final number greater
than or equal to 10 results in success, and less than 10
results in failure. The consequences of this success or
failure will vary depending on the situation. If more than
one of these Actions or conditions occur at the same time,
perform separate Discipline Checks for each instance.
Target Value or Better Roll (TV+ Roll)
A Target Value or Better Roll (TV+ Roll) occurs when an
Action directly affects another model, either an enemy
model or a friendly model caught in the wrong place at the
wrong time. TV+ Rolls require a player to roll a d10, add an
applicable stat from their own model's data card, and
compare the result to a Target Value. The Target Value is
normally a stat from the target model's data card. If the
total result of the roll and all applicable modifiers is equal
to or greater than the Target Value, then the Action
succeeds. If not, then the Action fails. The consequences
of this success or failure will vary depending on the Action
just rolled for.
AUTO 10
The Auto 10 rule represents the idea that there is always a
chance to succeed, even if it is unlikely. If a player rolls a
natural 10 on any roll (the d10 has the 10 side facing up),
the Action is considered to be a success regardless of the
target value. Rolling a 1 does not indicate an automatic
failure.
Players may optionally elect to discard the Auto 10 rule if all
participants are in agreement.
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